Mary made me feel"I'm so sad when she..."

Mary worked hard. "I'm reading to read. I earned..."

I don't use Mary.

I read the book."

"Mary made me feel."

Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker learned to read. Mary worked hard to learn to read."
Mary made me feel special when she...

Worked on a letter with no money.

When she...
Mary made me feel surprised when she flew the kite on the plane.

Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker learned to read. Write about a part of her life that made an impression on you.
Mary made me feel special when she...
Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker Learned to Read. Mary worked hard to learn to read. Write about a part of her life that made an impression on you.

Mary made me feel **surprised** when she......

Went to school to learn.
To read a story, do not know how. When she made me feel worried, about a part of her life that made an impression on you. Learned to read, Mary worked hard to learn to read. Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker
Mary made me feel proud.

When she...
Mary made me feel surprised when she...
Mary made me feel IUC A

when she

To learn not going

about a part of her life that made an impression on you. Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker learned to read.
Mary made me feel proud when she learned to read. Mary worked hard to learn to read. Write about a part of her life that made an impression on you.
Mary made me feel uncomfortable when she...

...about a part of her life that made an impression on you. Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker learned to read. Mary worked hard to learn to read. Write

Mary was learned to...
Mary worked hard to learn to read. Write about a part of her life that made an impression on you.

Name: John

Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker learned to read.
That she is so old.

I learned how to read and...
Mary made me feel excited when she tried to read.

Write a response to The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker learned to read. Write about a part of her life that made an impression on you.
Mary made me feel when she...
Mary made me feel surprised when she...
Mary made me feel impressed when she learned to read. Mary worked hard to learn to read. Write about a part of her life that made an impression on you.
Mary made me feel surprised when she read the Bible.